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Abstract–Clinical PET systems employ compact block rings to
maximize sensitivity per axial field-of-view (AFOV) length,
thereby resulting in considerable manufacturing costs. To reduce
the cost per AFOV length, a sparse block rings configuration is
modeled on a Siemens BiographTM mMR PET/MR scanner
(sparse-mMR) by removing the coincidence counts from every
other detector block ring. Moreover, Continuous Bed Motion
(CBM) is performed along a limited distance to eliminate the
axial sensitivity gaps. List-mode PET mMR data of the NEMA
image quality phantom with 4:1 spheres-to-background ratio was
acquired for 30min. The counts were binned assuming a sparsemMR configuration and a CBM acquisition of constant speed
along a distance of 2 blocks (16 detector rings, 6.4cm). The CBM
scans were simulated by axially shifting the stationary mMR data
to 16 different positions, including a reference, removing the
counts associated with any even block rings, and shifting back to
the reference position. The process was repeated with different
input PET data of equal duration for all 16 positions and the
corresponding output data were added. The CBM mode
eliminated all axial sensitivity discontinuities by evenly acquiring
data throughout the gaps. Contrast recovery (CR) and
background variability (BV) were evaluated for PET images
reconstructed from sparse-mMR CBM data against mMR and
compact-½mMR stationary data of equal duration (~5min). The
latter consisted of counts associated with only the 4 central mMR
block rings. A similar CR performance was attained between the
three configurations. Mean BV for sparse-mMR with CBM was
3.6% higher than mMR. Nevertheless, sparse-mMR with CBM
attained a smoother axial variation in image noise, relative to
compact-½mMR. CBM can restore continuity in the axial
sensitivity profile of PET systems with sparse block rings to
achieve similar contrast recovery and smoother noise variation,
compared to compact systems, at half the cost or double the
AFOV.

I. INTRODUCTION
ODERN clinical Positron Emission Tomography
M(PET)
scanners typically adopt a compact configuration
of parallel scintillating detector block rings to attain high
sensitivity per unit length of their axial field-of-view (AFOV)
[1]. However, this type of ring configuration yields to the
smallest possible AFOV for a given number of scintillating
detector rings of fixed dimensions. In the meantime, the
crystal detector block units remain the hardware component
with the highest contribution to the total manufacturing cost of
modern clinical PET scanners. [2]. Consequently, the state-ofManuscript received November 30th, 2019.
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the-art PET systems of today are associated with relatively
high manufacturing costs per AFOV length units thereby
forcing the development of clinical PET systems with limited
AFOV (<26cm) to keep the manufacturing cost within an
affordable range for most clinical facilities across the world.
However, short AFOVs in PET systems are currently
constraining the full potential of human molecular imaging as
they hinder the truly simultaneous acquisition of radiotracers
distribution from multiple organs and tissues that are distant to
each other but may be highly associated in terms of specific
molecular mechanisms, such as the brain and the heart or the
heart and the abdomen [3].
The current generation of clinical PET systems typically
employ extensive 3D acquisition modes to enhance the system
sensitivity by accepting coincidence events across detector
rings with large axial distance to enhance the system
sensitivity in the center of the AFOV [4]. As a result, the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the PET data at the central
region of the AFOV can be increased as a function of the total
number of detector rings for a given size of detector elements
and ring diameter [4]. At the same time, the 3D PET system
sensitivity and, thus the data SNR per transaxial slice remains
moderate at the edges of the AFOV, regardless of the AFOV
length. Therefore, the reduction in 3D sensitivity from the
center to the edges of the AFOV becomes steeper for shorter
AFOVs [5]. Thus, PET images obtained from systems with
longer AFOVs are expected to suffer from a less steep SNR
decrease towards the AFOV edges. This feature can be critical
for ensuring uniform and reproducible quantitative accuracy
and detectability performance especially in cases where the
lesions location is not known a-priori or quantitative
comparisons are made between lesions located in the center
and the edges of the AFOV within the same scan or across a
series of scans. In single-bed dynamic PET studies, the
extended AFOVs can be even so important due to the overall
higher levels of noise expected form the acquisition of the
often-short dynamic PET frames [6].
Furthermore, truly simultaneous imaging of multiple human
body organs is prevented with current AFOVs, therefore
limiting the investigation of systemic molecular relationships
between distant organs, such as the brain-heart [7] and braingut axis [8]. Besides, short AFOVs are more likely to exclude
neighboring blood pool regions, such as heart ventricles and
aortic or carotid arteries, which are valuable for PET kinetic
modeling [9, 10].
In addition, the short AFOVs of current clinical PET
systems may pose limitations to several human PET studies
requiring the truly simultaneous acquisition of static or
dynamic PET signal from multiple regions of the body that are
distant to each other. Currently, the clinical PET systems may
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attain whole-body PET scan sessions only via sequential
acquisitions. Thus, the whole-body human PET studies
nowadays are conducted either by continuously translating the
patient table along the scanner axis, a 3D scan protocol known
as continuous bed motion (CBM) mode to ensure uniform
axial sensitivity across the human body [11], or by
incrementally translating the bed at discrete axial positions
with a considerable overlap between them to attain a nearly
uniform 3D scan sensitivity across the different stationary bed
positions (step-and-shoot mode) covering the total human
body [1]. In both CBM and step-and-shoot mode, different
AFOV regions are scanned at a given time frame, which can
trigger non-negligible quantitative bias when comparing
activity concentrations between distant organs especially at
early post-injection scan time windows when the radiotracer
spatial distribution is more likely to change between the
respective scan frames. Moreover, the short AFOVs currently
pose the most significant limitations for the clinical translation
of whole-body dynamic PET imaging, thus hindering the
transfusion of the quantitative benefits of multi-parametric 4D
PET imaging in routine nuclear medicine PET exams [12-14].
Indeed, the large degree of AFOV confinement adopted by the
modern human PET systems to reduce their development cost,
has prevented the truly continuous spatiotemporal sampling of
the radiotracers distribution across the total body [15]. Despite
the recent development of clinically applicable and robust
whole-body graphical analysis methods [16, 17], which have
become feasible thanks to the deployment in clinical PET
systems of several SNR enhancing technologies including
Time-of-Flight acquisition and Point-Spread-Function (PSF)
resolution modeling reconstruction algorithms [18] [19], fully
compartmental kinetic modeling across multiple bed positions
has not yet become feasible with limited AFOV PET systems
[20-22].
In the past, to overcome the aforementioned constraints,
PET scanner prototypes with long (50-140cm) or ultra-long
(~2m) total-body AFOVs have been proposed with impressive
results for either static or dynamic molecular imaging
applications [23-26]. However, these systems rely on highly
compact ring configurations, thereby requiring a very high
number of detector elements to cover their long AFOV [27].
Thus, such geometries are associated with a very high cost,
relative to that of conventional clinical PET systems with
much fewer elements of the same scintillation detectors.
Consequently, total-body PET systems with compact ring
configurations have not yet attained a wide adoption in clinic
[28].
In the meantime, the modern PET systems have been
employing highly efficient signal readout electronics, fast
scintillation and optical detectors to support very fine time-offlight (TOF) resolutions as well as reconstruction software
capable of modeling the point-spread function (PSF)
resolution response of the PET scanners [29, 30]. As a result,
the PET projection data SNR, and the associated reconstructed
PET image quality have been tremendously improved over the
recent years for a given acquisition time or administered
radiotracer dosage thus benefiting lesion detectability and
treatment response assessments reliability and reproducibility
[31] [32, 33]. The attained PET data SNR gain has hitherto
been exploited to improve the trade-off between scan time and

administered dosage to enable novel application of PET
molecular imaging that were not previously feasible in clinic
and require either ultra-fast acquisitions e.g. to freeze motion
or allow dynamic whole-body scans, or ultra-low radiotracer
dosages, e.g. to reduce radiation exposure from multiple
follow-up or screening exams [34, 35]. On the other hand, the
PET systems AFOVs have only marginally been extended
despite the obvious benefits of long AFOV 3D PET imaging.
In fact, the gain attained in PET data SNR with the
aforementioned recent scanner technology developments
could have been partially exploited to also design sparse PET
systems of reduced cost per AFOV length unit in order to
enable the widespread translation of some of the unique
capabilities of total-body PET imaging in routine clinical
imaging exams.
Indeed, over the past two decades, a few sparse PET
detector configurations were proposed to permit PET AFOV
extensions at a reduced cost. Proposals included either a very
large axial gap between two PET scanner gantries [36], or
very small axial gaps between the transaxial detector rows of
each block [37, 38]. The former configuration limited the
transaxial FOV at the central gap region and triggered
considerable non-uniformities across the axial sensitivity
profile. The latter required the manufacturing of block
detectors with equal gaps between the transaxial detector rows
made of material of similar PET attenuation properties as the
detector crystals. An alternative strategy addressing these
limitations could be the introduction of axial gaps of a
moderate size equal to that of block rings of existing PET
systems. The gaps can be interleaved either between all block
rings of a current PET system to extend its AFOV (Fig. 1), or
between the half central block rings to reduce its cost.
With this study, we introduce a cost-effective sparse block
detector rings configuration that can be adopted in a
straightforward manner from a wide range of current
generation clinical PET systems. The proposed sparse
configuration can be implemented by uniformly interleaving
axial gaps of width equal to a physical block ring between the
physical block rings of an existing clinical PET system. As a
result, the current AFOV can be doubled at almost no
additional cost or maintained at its current length but at half
the manufacturing cost. Furthermore, we employ the
previously developed CBM PET scan technology for a novel
purpose: to balance the 3D PET axial sensitivity between the
transaxial slices corresponding to sensitive block rings and
those corresponding to the interleaved axial gaps between the
block rings, thus avoiding any image artifacts and large noise
non-uniformities across the AFOV due to the presence of axial
gaps. More specifically, we will evaluate the feasibility and
performance of CBM PET acquisitions with the proposed
sparse PET detector block rings configuration employing a
clinical non-TOF simultaneous PET/MR scanner. NEMA
image quality performance measurements of the proposed
configuration will be obtained and compared against those of
the original PET compact scanner and a hypothetical compact
scanner consisting of only the half most-central block rings.
We hypothesize that the expected discontinuities in the 3D
axial sensitivity profile can be compensated by performing
CBM acquisitions of constant speed over a limited axial
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distance such that a balanced data acquisition is attained
across all axial projection planes.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Sparse PET detector block rings configuration
The proposed sparse PET block ring configuration and
CBM 3D acquisition was evaluated using experimental
phantom data acquired with a Siemens BiographTM mMR
PET/MR scanner at our institution. The system consists of 8
contiguous detector block rings, with each block ring having a
width of 3.2cm thus resulting in a total AFOV of 25.8cm [39].
The NEMA image quality (IQ) phantom with a 4:1 spheres-tobackground ratio was scanned and list-mode PET data were
acquired for a total of 30min time period. The sparse detector
block rings configuration (sparse-mMR) was implemented to
the existing Biograph mMR geometry by retrospectively
removing from the PET projection data all counts
corresponding to detector pair positions associated with at
least one even block ring. Thus, the sparse-mMR can be
considered as a hypothetical PET scanner where all the even
block rings of the original mMR system have been
deactivated. Sparse CBM acquisitions of a constant speed
were simulated along an axial distance equal to the axial width
of two mMR detector block rings (16 detector rings, 6.4cm) to
compensate for the discontinuities in the axial sensitivity due
to the gaps.

Fig. 1: Visualization of Siemens BiographTM mMR and sparse-mMR
with 8 block rings.

B. Continuous Bed Motion (CBM) PET acquisition with a
sparse block rings configuration
The sparse CBM PET acquisitions were simulated by first
axially shifting the original stationary mMR projection data by
a different number of detector rings each time, from 0
(reference axial position) to 15 to cover an axial translation
distance of 2 blocks. Afterwards, all coincidence counts
associated with even block rings were removed at each shifted
position and the resulting sparse projection PET data were
shifted back to the reference initial position 0. This process
was iterated 16 times, one for each of the 16 discrete axial
steps (0 to 15th) of the scanner bed corresponding to each of
the 16 rings encompassed in 2 mMR block rings. The
respective output PET data were subsequently added to
produce the sparse CBM PET sinogram. The input data for

each step was sampled from 16 independent PET list mode
data, each corresponding to 16 different scan periods of equal
duration.
Sparse-mMR CBM data of ~5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes total
scan time were acquired with respective constant CBM speeds
of 19, 38, 57 and 76 sec/step (step length=4mm). The
respective PET images were evaluated in terms of NEMA
contrast recovery (CR) and background variation (BV),
against images from stationary 5 min scans using the mMR
and a hypothetical compact-½mMR configuration. The latter
consisted of only the 4 central mMR block rings.
C. 3D PET system matrix of sparse block rings with extended
AFOV due to CBM
The mMR system matrix was considered for the
representation of the PET data from all configurations. The
gaps in the axially uncompressed (span-1) detector space were
accounted before estimating the respective component-based
CBM normalization, randoms and scatter correction factors
[40]. In Fig. 2, the normalization factors and the prompts
sinograms illustrate the sensitivity gaps and the restoration of
a smooth continuous counts distribution before and after
CBM, respectively.

Fig. 2. Two sinogram views of (1st-2nd column) component-based
normalization factors and (3rd-4th column) prompts counts from 5min
scans, corresponding to (A) the compact-mMR configuration, (B) the
sparse-mMR configuration without CBM and (C) the sparse-mMR
configuration with CBM mode of 6.4cm bed translation and constant
bed speed.

All PET images were reconstructed with the OSEM method
(1 iteration, 21 subsets, 4mm FWHM Gaussian post-filtering)
using STIR [41].
III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3, we present PET images of the NEMA image
quality phantom as reconstructed from data acquired for 5min
scans with each of the three configurations. In all images, no
artifacts were observed and all spheres were resolved. The
CBM mode along an axial distance of 6.4 cm was sufficient to
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restore all axial sensitivity discontinuities by evenly acquiring
data across all axial planes throughout the gaps. CR
differences between the three configurations were within 7%
for the 5min scans. BV for the 5min scans increased on
average from 4.03% for mMR to 6.80% and 7.60% for the
compact-½mMR and sparse-mMR with CBM, respectively.
Nevertheless, BV was reduced to 4.16% with the sparse
configuration for 20min CBM scans (Fig. 4). In addition,
sparse-mMR with CBM attained a smoother axial variation
(7.79%) in image noise, relative to compact-½mMR (9.52%).

CBM acquisitions. However, these extensions are outside the
scope of this work, as they require a larger number of detector
blocks than that encompassed in current generation clinical
PET systems and thus would have resulted in considerably
more expensive PET systems. Nevertheless, the feasibility and
premise of the presented concept of fully 3D PET acquisitions
with cost-effective sparse block PET detector ring
configurations with uniformly interleaved axial gaps between
the rings still holds regardless of the AFOV length and the
need or not for CBM acquisitions.

Fig. 3. (A) Transverse, (B) coronal, and (C) sagittal views of 3D PET images
of the NEMA image quality phantom reconstructed from 5min list-mode PET
scans using (1st row) the compact-mMR and (2nd row) compact ½mMR
configurations in stationary acquisition mode and (C) the sparse-mMR
configuration in CBM mode with constant bed speed.

Fig 4. (A) Transverse, (B) coronal, and (C) sagittal views of 3D PET
images of the NEMA image quality phantom reconstructed from (1st row) 10
min, (B) 15 min, and (C) 20 min CBM sparse mMR PET list-mode data. The
respective CBM speeds are indicated.

IV. DISCUSSION
Our proposal in this work is limited by the constraint of not
increasing the current number of detector blocks of modern
clinical PET systems and, thus, although it achieves a 100%
AFOV extension, the final extended AFOV has a moderate
length not exceeding the 60 cm. In this range of AFOV
lengths, the redundancy in axial sampling offered by the
limited number of detector rings with fully 3D PET
acquisitions may only partially compensate for the reduced
sensitivity in the axial gap regions between the sparse detector
block rings. Thus, in these cases, the CBM PET acquisitions
were necessary to complement the redundancy of fully 3D
PET scans and together attain the complete recovery of PET
image quality and noise smooth variance across the entire
AFOV.
For larger AFOV extensions including those involved in
total-body PET scanners, the 3D sampling redundancy
attained axially by the significantly larger number of block
rings required for such configurations may be sufficient to
recover the image quality and noise uniformity in the axial
gaps interleaved between the block rings without the need for

This is a proof-of-concept study to demonstrate with real
data a cost-effective solution to double the AFOV of current
state-of-the-art clinical PET systems by spacing out uniformly
the existing block rings or, alternatively, reduce their cost to
half by removing the odd or even original block detector rings.
As a real mMR system has been used without TOF
capabilities, the evaluation was conducted without the benefit
of the TOF information which is nowadays supported by the
majority of clinical PET scanners with continuously improved
time resolutions [42]. We expect that the addition of TOF will
improve the image quality and further limit any effects in axial
sensitivity due to the axial gaps [43]. Therefore, the current
results may indicate the relative performance of the proposed
PET geometric configuration under a “worst-case” clinical
imaging scenario where TOF information is not available.
Finally, it should be noted that although our current
approach of using real scanner data acquisitions and
retrospectively removing the counts associated with certain
block rings may be convenient for assessing under realistic
clinical imaging conditions the performance of the proposed
sparse CBM PET scan method, it may not accurately
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reproduce the actual performance after physically introducing
air gaps between the block rings. Nevertheless, our MonteCarlo simulation studies that we are conducting in parallel
where physical gaps have been implemented have actually
reproduced our findings in this study [44, 45].

[12]

[13]

V. CONCLUSIONS
Our findings suggested that CBM could restore continuity in
the axial sensitivity profile of PET systems with sparse block
rings to achieve similar contrast recovery and smoother noise
variation, compared to compact systems, at half the
manufacturing cost or double the AFOV. Currently, we
continue with the evaluation of the proposed method on
previously acquired human mMR PET data.
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